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Instructors

  - Email: Jim.Frankenberger@ars.usda.gov or jrf@purdue.edu

  - Email: Gary.Heathman@ars.usda.gov

- We are both at the National Soil Erosion Research Laboratory, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA.
West Lafayette, Indiana
WEPP Workshop Website

- Login: nserl
- Password: nserl

- Software and presentations are also on the CD’s and USB drives.
Workshop Goals

- Understanding of WEPP model science.
- Skill in using the WEPP user interfaces to make model runs and interpret results.
- Ability to use local data to setup model runs.
Workshop Components

- Presentations on model science, calibration, interpreting model outputs.
- Presentations on WEPP Windows interface software.
- Problem sets to gain understanding in using the software.
- Individual work with researchers using local data.
Monday afternoon – introduction to WEPP, install software, simple hillslope examples.
Tuesday – WEPP Hillslope simulations
Wednesday – WEPP Watershed simulations
Thursday morning – Review

Thursday afternoon, Friday, Monday morning – Open, Informal, work with individual users.
Class Introductions

- Who, background.
- What project you work on.
- What do you want to learn from WEPP workshop.